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In this paper the method developed by J. R. Wait to determine th e fi elds produced 
by an aperture in an infinite coated-metal cylinder is extended to obtain the solution for 
the fields produced by an aperture in an infinite coated-m etal plane. Although t he fi elds 
at any point can be found by this method, this paper treats only the radi rLt ion fi elds (a future 
paper is planned which will treat the near fields and input admittance of the aperture). It 
is shown that the radiation fields produced by a given aperture for t he coated case are 
related to those of the uncoated case, for the same apertu re excitation , by simp le multi
plicative functions which depend only on the parameters of the coating and the off-axis 
angle. These findin gs, combined with experim ental results for finite s ize uncoated and 
coated plates in conjullction with se mi-empirical a nd empirical tlleories, respectively, are 
then ge nera lized to obtain the radiation fi elds produced b.v a slot in a coated finite metal 
p late . Th e sha rpening a nd broade ning effects on the radiation pa tterns due to a losslesl; 
plasma coating are a lso obtained from the general solution. 

List of Symbols 

E = vector elecLl'ic fleld in tensity, volts/meter 
H = vector magnetic field intensity, amperes/meter 

E,, = x component of E, eLc. 
] = double Fourier transform of the functionj(x, y) 

P - I= double inverse Fourier Lransform opera Lor 
Et = dou ble Fourier transform of forward goin g f1xial electric field in region 1, etc. 
El = double Fourier transform of backward going axial elecLric field in region 1, etc. 

c= cosine 
S=Sltle 

j3v= W~=2'71-jAv=phase factor in vacuum 
J-L v= permeability of vacLlum = 47r·1Q- 7 henries/meter 
€v= permittivity of vacuum = 1/367r·109 farads /meter 
Av=wavelength of source in vacuum 
'YI = propagation factor in coating 
j32=phase factor in region external to coating 

{ 
j32~ ~ + 'Y2 in coa ting 

j3~=e+ 7)2=square of cutoff phase factor = ~ r : . 1 . • 
j3;,- j3'2 lil reglOn external to coatmg 

~=wave number in x direction 
7) = wave number in y direction 

MT = complex relative permeability of coating 

~r = complex relative dielectric constant of coating 
d = thickness of coating 

jp = wp/27r= pI asma frequency"'" g{n cycles/second 
n =electron density, electron/meter 3 

(All other symbols are defined as they are introduced.) 

I The major part of t hi s work is abstracted from Chapter ITI of "Radiation Charac teristics of Apertu res in Coated Metal Surfaces" Ph. D. 
Thesis by C. Nt. Knop, Department of Electrical Engineering, Illinois In stiiu Le of ~ecchn o logy, Chicago, n1., Jan uary 19G3 . ' 

, NESCO, P asadena, Calif.; fo rmerl y with T he 1 [al licrafters Company, Chicago, 11 1. " 
3 Consultant; formerly rrofessor of Electrical En gineerin g, T1linois ln stitute of '):"'echnology, Chicago, Ill. 
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1. Introduction 

In this paper the method previously developed to determine the radiation fields from an 
aperture in a coated cylinder [Wait and Mientka, 1957 ; Wait and Conda, 1957b; Wait, 1959] 
is extended to obtain the solution for the radiation fields produced by an aperture in a coated 
plane. In particular, the radiation structme considered is an infinite perfectly conducting 
plane with an arbitrarily shaped aperture excited by a specified tangential, electric field distri
bution. The entire plane is covered by a material coating of complex dielectric constant 

~l = €v~ r' complex permeability ;l = J.! v~r' and thickness d. The structme is depicted in figure 1a. 
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2 . Formal Solution 

FIGURE la. Arbitrary aperture cut in 
a coated perfectly conducting plane. 

The fields produced by the specified tangential, electric field distribution are found by 
solving a two-region boundary value problem. These regions are region 1 : 0':::; z.:::; d and region 
2: d':::; z.:::; CD. To solve for the fields the method of Wait is u sed. First, from :Maxwell's 
equations it can be shown that the axial (z) components of both the E and H fields in each 
region obey the scalar wave equation for that region, namely 'il2f+ f3~f= O where f can repre
sent any of the axial components of either the electric or magnetic fields in either region. The 
propagation in region 1 is taken as e ±'Yl z and in region 2 as e- j /32 z• The solution for f is expressed 
as a double Fomier integral over mode space, i .e., the axial fields are expressed as inverse 
Fourier transforms. The transverse fields are then found from Maxwell's equations and the 
assumed propagation. This process gives for the fields in region 1 
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E y= F-l { (~~~;2) [-j-yI1]Et-W'/.tl~Ht]+ (~2~:2) [+j-y11]E1-WM1UI;-]} 

Hx= F-1{ (~~~1;2) [- w~I1]Et-iYl~Htl+ (e~:2) [-w~l1]El+j-yl~Hl]} 

Hv= F- l { (~~~1;2) [w~l~Et-j-yI1]Htl+ W~:2) [w~l~El+j-yl1]Hll } 

and for those in region 2, 

Hz=F- l[Jl2e- j~2 ' ] 

EX= P- l { (~~:~'2) [{J2~E:;+ wJ1v1]H2] } 

Ey= F- l { (~~:~2) [{J21]7f2- wJ1 v~H21 } 

Hx= F- 1 { (~~~~'2) [- wEV1]E2+ {J2~H2] } 

(1) 

(2) 

where the argument (x, y , z) of the fields is unders tood. In the above the Fourier transform 
symbols 

(3) 

(4) 

are used . It should be noted here that the above formal representation of the fields as in
verse Fourier transforms can be established on a rigorous physical basis by initially considering 
the given coated aperture exciting a hypoLhetical square metal waveguide of wall spacing 
L and of infmite length . The axial and transverse fields for a finite L are expressed in a double 
Fourier series as for an ordinary waveguide. The walls are then displaced to infinity and the 
Fourier series expressions for the fields become Fourier integrals . This procedure converts 
the discrete mode spectrum into one which is continuous [Cohn and Flesher, 1958] and has been 
previousl~' applied to the coated cylinder [Knop, 1961]. Equations (1) and (2) contain the 
six unknown Fourier mode spectrum coefficients Et , E!, HI, HI, Ez, and H2 . These are 
found by applying the tangential boundary conditions at the surfaces z=d and z= o. These 
are the equality of the corresponding E X) Hx, E y, and H y fields in each region to each other 
at z= d; and the specified fields at z= O, namely 
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r I E 1(x, y) 
E XI(x, y , 0)= i 

LO 
on aperture 

off aperture 
(5) 

on aperture 
(6) 

off aperture 

where E1(x, y ) and E :(x, y ) are the specified aperture x and y components of electric fields. 
Using (J ) with (5) and (6) gives 

E:(~ , 17 ) == 4~2f f e-J(j;I+~Y) E:(x, y)clxdy (e~ 17 ') [ - j-yIHE t-E ,) + w~ I(Ht+tIl) j (7) 
A p 

E:(~ , 17 ) == 4~2f f e-J(,x+~Y)E:(x, y)dxcly W! 172) [- WMIHHt + H !)- j-yI17 (Et - E !)] (8) 
Ap 

where A p means integration over the aperture. Use of the four boundary conditions at z= cl 
with (1) and (2) then gives with (7) and (8) a set of six equations in the six unknowns Ej, 
etc., in terms of the excitation factors g:(~, 17) and E:(~' 17)' To find the radiation fields it suffices 
to find Ez and H2 • However, before solving for these coefficients, it is noted that all the field 
components in region 2 can be wTitten in the form 

(9) 

where g(x, y, z) = E xz , E y?, etc., and g (~, 17) is the corresponding factor appearing in the inverse 
Fourier transform of (2). This inverse Fourier transform operation is greatly facilitated in 
the radiation zone (i.e., for large r) by successive application of the method of stationary phase 
[Di Francia, 1955] and gives 

(10) 

where A = j27r(3 ve-J{3vT/r , ~o=- (3vs Oc</>, and Tlo=-{3vsOs</>. Thus, to deLermine the radiation fields 
(the fields of order 1/1') i t is only necessary to determine g(~, 17) at the modal point (~o, Tl o) . 

At this point 1'1 = a, + j(3, = ± j(3v ";J;. r ~T- S20, where the sign on the radical is chosen so as to 
make al ~ 0 and (3, ~ 0 so as to have physically realizable waves in the passive media. The 
radiation fields then become, using (10) in (2) and changing to spherical coordinates (dropping 
the subscript 2 and understanding radiation fields only) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

Evaluating l!,~( ~o , Tl o) and i12(~0, TID ) from the previously mentioned six equations in six un-
1m owns ming determinants, and substitu ting in (12) and (13) gives (after some algebra) 

E8=Aj(O)[E~c</>+E~s¢l 

E ",=Ag(O)[ -E~s</>+Egc¢lco 
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wh ere E~ a nd R~ ar e iJ;: and R:, respectively, evaluated at (~o , 1)0), and where 

g(8) = ej/lvdCO /[e~ + j z Esif;] 

j (8) = ej/lvdcO I[eif; + jZllsif; ] 

(16) 

(17) 

with if; = electrical length of coating material = -j-yld= (Jvd,lM r ~ r -s28, ZIl= ,1M r ~r-s28 /~ Te8, 
a nd ZE=Mrc8;-.JM r~T- S28 . Equations (14) and (15) constitute the exact solution for the radiation 
fields produced by a specified tangential, electric field distribution in an arbitrarily shaped 
a perture cut in a perfectly conducting plane coated with a dielectric-permeable slab having a 
complex relative dielectric constant, ~T' a complex relative permeability Mr, and of thickness d. 

2 .1. Special Case of Uncoated Plane 

As a partial check on the above solution, consider the case of an uncoated plane, i.e. , either 
a vanishing coating thickness, d= O, or a slab of free sp ace Mr= ~T = l. In either case g(8) and 
f(8) become unity . 

g(8) = j (8) = 1 for d= O and/or Mr = ~r= l. (18) 

The radiation fields for the uncoaLed case are then given by (14) and (15) wi th (18) . The 
use of these equations for the radiation ftelds gives results which are identical to those obtained 
by solving the given problem by other methods. 

2.2 . Relation Between Radiation Fields From Uncoated a nd Coated Apertures 

From (18), (14) , and (15) the radiation fi.elds from an aperture with a coating can be ex
pressed in terms of those wi thout the coating, for the same aper tm e excitation, by the multi
plicative factors g(8) a nd j (8) , which for a given frequency, only depend on the off axis angle, 8, 
and the parameters of the coating. Thus, 

E ol 
with coating 

j(8)E ol 
no coating 

, E ¢I 
with coating 

= g(8)E ¢1 
no coating 

(19) 

It is to be stressed that (19) holds only if the tange ntial electric field dis tribution over the 
aperture is the same with and without the coating. If this is not true, then (14) and (15) must 
be used individually for each case . 

2. 3. The Radiation Fields From a Recta ngular Slot 

Consider the rectangular slo t depicted in figure 1 b and excited as follows: 

(20) 

which give E~= O , R~= V oP (8, ¢) /27r2(Jv. where V o= EoYo. and P(8, ¢) = {c[«(Jvxo/2)s8e¢] - e«(Jvxo/2) } / 
{1-s28c2¢ }, and where the restriction that a thin slo t (i.e., s[ ((J vYo/2)s8s¢l!((JvYo /2) s8s¢ <,d) has 
been made. From (14), (15) , and (18) , the r adiation fields from this slot for the no coating 
case are 

(21) 

For the coating case and the same excitation the radiation fields are given by (19) and (2 1) 
with (16) and (17). 

3. Numerical Computations- Teflon Coated Slot 

Calculations of the radiation patterns for the case of a thin rectangular half wavelength 

slo t ({3v ~=~) coated with a material having a practically lossless dielectric constant, 
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FIGURE lb, Rectangular slot Cllt in a 
coated peljectly condllcting plane, 

~r = ~~=2, 10 (Teflon) for the cases of a thin ( f.= 0,10} a medium (~= 0.40} and a thick 

(:v = 2,39} coating were made, The patterns were calculated for the principal planes only, 

i, e" the horizontal xz = plane (<1>=0, e variable) and the vertical, i,e" y z plane (<I>= 7r/2, 
e variable), These patterns are obtained from (21) with p ee, 0) = c[(7r/2)sej/c2e, and p ee, 7rj2) = 1, 
and are E", (r, e,O) = jVoc[ (7r/2)se]e-j{J,rg(e) /r7rCe, Ee(r, e, 0) = 0, and Ee(r, e, 7r/2) = jVoe-j{J,Tj(e) /r7r, 
E ", (r, e, 7r/2) = 0, withl j(e) and gee) given by (16) and (17) , All patterns are symmetrical 

WRT e. The radiation power patterns in decibels in these planes (plots of 20 loglo li:~~: ::~~ I 
and 20 loglo I ~:~~: ~~ I) in decibels are shown in figure 2. The patterns for the noncoated 

dot are also shown. These patterns show that the thin and medium thickness coatings have 
a very slight effect on the horizontal plane patterns. However, the thick coating broadens 
the pattern and introduces a lobe, less than a db down, at approximately 61 ° off the axis. 
It is also noted that for all the coatings the field in the horizontal plane near the dielectric 
coated ground plane (e""" 90°) approaches zero, as is the case for no coating present. 

For the vertical plane radiation pattern, figure 2b reveals that neal' the axis (e = oO) the 
thin and medium coatings produce a slight effect, but as e approaches ± 90° the electric field 
approaches zero, indicating that with even the thin coating the radiation can be significantly 
reduced in this plane for angles near the ground plane. The thick coating again has the effect 
of broadening the r adiation near the axis, but also causes it to approach zero (although not 
as soon as the thin and medium coatings) at angles near the ground plane. This is to be 
compared with the noncoated case where the electric fi eld in the vertical plane is constant. 
It is to be stressed that these patterns are for an infinite ground plane. Their adequacy to 
describe the radiation from a finite ground plane will be discussed shortly . 
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FIGURE 2a. Calculated power radia
tion patterns in horizontal (xz) 
plane of a dielectric coated slot 
antenna. 

FIGURE 2b. Calculated power radia
tion patterns in vertical (yz) plane 
of a dielectric coated slot antenna. 
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4. Numerical Computations- Plasma Coating 

N ext, consider the case of a neutral, homogeneous, isotropic, linear , lossless plasma 
coating characterized by a relative dielectric constant of ~ ; = 1- 1/p2 with p =j /j p, where j is 
the frequency of the applied electromagnetic field and j p is the plasma frequency. For this 
case the 0 polarization pattern relationships become for the exciting frequency greater than 
or equal to the plasma frequency (p?:. l ) 

(I p2c20-c2(t,. ./P2czO-1) 
'-----~-'-"~----"-, 0 :s; O:S; 00, P?:. I 

{2 pZc'O- l 

IE: nOPlasma[ =I g l-z= ~ (22) 
E </> plasma l cosh2 (t,. ,/l-pZCZO- pZC20, 

2 20 Oo:S;O:S;Om, P?:. 1 I - pc 

where Oo = arc c (~} t,. = w~l, 0 is the speed of light in vacuum, and Om= arc c (~) < 7r/2. (Only 

the tJ> polarization will be considered for reasons which will be made clear in the discussion of 
experimental results.) When the operating frequency is below or equal to the plasma 
freq uency, p :s; 1, then 

IE </> nOPlasma[2=l g l_2 
E </> plasma 

cosh2 (t,..JI _ p2C 20_ p2C 20 
1- p2c20 

(23) 

The effect of the plasma coating on the on axis (0= 0) field strength is obtained from 
these equations, and is as shown in fi gure 3a. The attenuation shown is for a constant level 
of apertme excitation, i.e., it does not include the attenuation due to the impedttnce mismatch 
caused by the sheath. It is seen that for t,.2:1 corresponding to a high Wp for a fixed d or a 
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FI GURE 3a . On axis aUenlwtion of radiation field due to plasma sheath of constant excitation. 
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FIGu!~E 3b. Plasma sheath e.O·ee t on c/> pola1'izal'ion 
mdiation power pattem, [ ~ f p. 

FI GU R E 3c. Plasma sheath effee t on c/> lJolarization 
meliation power pat/em , f ::? f p . 

large d for a fixed W p , that the at tenuation in trod uced can be quite severe for j ~fp- For a 
L1 of 10 Lhe attenuation is mueh too large Lo be tolerable in a praetical radiating system, 
whereas for L1 = 1, very litLle effect occurs. As a compromise, a plasma parameLer value of 
L1 = 5.00 was chosen to determine the efrect of Lhe plasma on pattern sh ape. Using (22) and 
(23) the ch ange in the sbape of the E q, polarization power p attern due to the presence of a 
plasma of L1 = 5 was determined, and is shown in figures 3b and 3c, which are plots of 20 10glO 

I ~~~~I ' These p aLLerns give the relaLive eh ange in tb e power rad iation pat terns of the uncoated 

antenna due to the presence of the plasma. 
From the p at terns , it is seen that for j approaching f p the pre ence of the plas ma tends 

to appreciably sharpen t he radiation pattern and as f deviates far from f p either far above 
it (p > > 1) or far below it (p "", 0) the pattern is affected very slightly except for p > > 1 and 0 
approaching the ground plane. 

5. Experimental Results 

To see how well the above theoretical solu tion for an infinite ground plane can be used 
to predict the r adiation fields from a slot on a finite gro und plane, the radiation patterns for 

the cases of the thin ({~= 0.1O) an d medium (~v = 0.40) Teflon coatings were experimentally 

measmed. The ground plane cbosen was a circular disk 18 in. in di ameter (approximately 
15 free-space wavelengths at the frequency used) . Three such disks were made, one noncoated , 

one with }i in. Teflon coating, and one with 7f in. Teflon coating, corresponding to ~=O.OO , 
0.10, and 0.40, respectively, at a frequency of 9.43 Gc/s. Each disk was excited by a h alf 

wavelength resonant slo t at this frequen cy (xo=~V= 0.625 in.) The slo t width was chosen 

to be a tenth of a free-space wavelength (Yo= 0.125 in .) . A photograph of one of the disks 
and the exciting waveguide is shown in figure 4a . The antennas were used in a r eceiving 
position and were tnned for maximum response with a slide screw tuner , which excited a 
crystal which in turn fed an Ant-Lab polar recorder. A 6 in. pyramidal horn was used as 
the transmitting source in conjunction with a H ewlett P ackard-620A Signal GeneraLor. 
The dis tance between receiving and transmi tting an tennas was approximately 20 ft. The 
pertinent patterns talmn in the horizontal (xz) plane for all the cases are shown in figun· 4b, 
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and those in the vertical (yz) ph,ne in fi gure 4c. The calculated patterns for the infinite ground 
plane are also shown on these fi gures for ease of comparison . 

To obtain a realistic comparison beLween th e calculated infinite ground plane patterns and 
th e measured patterns, the calculated patterns were drawn in the following way. First it is 
known that the calcula led fi elds from the noncoaled infinite plane are correct, and yet figure 
4c for the case d= O reveals that the vertical pattern is not a semicircle, but tends to oscillate 
about a mean valu e, then approaches zero at 8= ± 90 0 . This effect for this noncoated case 
can be attributed to one or both of two reasons: (1) a finite slo t height causes a slo t field 
distribution different from that assumed, and (2) the fini te diameter ground plan e. 

The horizontal plane pattern measured agrees well with th e calculated pattern, hence the 
former reason is probably not predominant. The mean value of the ver tical plane pattern at 
8= 0 was obtained and used as the reference point through which the calculated pattern was 
drawn. The same procedure to locate the reference point at 8= 0 was used for all t he other 
patterns . 

Figure 4b depicts t.he very good agreement in the horizon tal planes for the cases : ,= 0.00 

and 0.10 obtained. The measured pattern in this plane for the case of f = 0.40 oscillates some

what about the calculated values. These oscillations ar c observed to be more severe than for 
the un coated case in the horizontal plane. Figure 4c, which depicts patterns in the vertical 
plane, reveals that the calcula ted values for the infinite ground plane serve as a mean value 
of the measured patterns for the finite ground plane. It is seen that as the coating t hickness 
is increased, the o, cillations about the calculated values become much more severe. In p ar-

ticular , for the case f,= 0.40, extremely severe oscillations were measured; enough to make the 

pat terns predicted by the theoretical infinite plane model unusable. This is attributed to the 
edge effects and the finite size o[ the ground plane. From this observation it is seen that the 
interference effect are defmitely a function of the dieleclrie thickness indicating, apparently, 
that the energy is stored within the dielec lric and also radiated from the edge. The deviation 
of the observed patterns from Lhose predicted b~' the uncoated infinite ground plane soluLion 
is attributed in par t to the finiteness of the ground plane and in p ftr t to the presence of the 
coating, especially since the deviation is not so noti ceable in tb e absence of th e coaLing. It is 

d 
noticed that the same number of lobes (15) appears for each case, excep t for the 1. ,= 0.10 case 

where Lhe center lobe splits . It is to be no ted that t his number of lobes is about the same as 
tbe diameter of the ground plane expressed in terms of free-space wavelengths. 

Thus, whereas the horizontal plane patterns of the finite coated ground plane can be pre
dicted fairly well using the solution for the infini te coated plane model, the same is not true 
for the vertical plane patterns. 

6. Effect of Finite Ground Plane on Radiation Patterns 

To account for the preceding deviation between the observed vertical plane patterns of 
the finite ground plane and those predicted for the infinite plane model, the followin g methods 
can be used. 

6.1. Uncoated Ground Plane 

The finite size of the ground plane along the y axis causes an abrupt discontinuity in the 
electric field at the edges of this plane which are parallel to the long dimension of the slot, 
since the normal component of this field will be discontinuous at its surface but continuous 
in the space immediately exterior to it. Because of this discontinuity, there will be diffracted 
or scattered \I-aves produced at these edges . This discontinuity does not exist along the x axis 
and hence no scattering will occur at the edges of the ground plane perpendicular to the long 
dimension of the slot . 
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The effect of these scattered waves has been treated by placing equivalent image radiators 
at the edges, which are parallel to the long dimension of the slot, and superimposing their 
radiation with that produced by the slo t to obtain the total radiated field [Dorne and Lazarus, 
1947]. However, this method requires a knowledge of the strength of these image fields which 
can, however, only be determined after the pattern is measured . Hence, this method can only 
describe, not predict, the patterns . 

A more satisfactory treatment considers the slot as a receiving element, and in conjunction 
with the known Sommerfeld diffraction effects produced about the edges by an incident plane 
wave, computes the voltage induced across the slo t by this wave and then uses reciprocity. 
This has been done with success to predict the vertical plane patterns produced by slo ts in 
uncoated rectangular metal plates [Frood and Wait, 1956]. 

However, the most rigorous treatment to date to predict the patterns produced by a slot 
in a finite rectangular metal plane is that which represents the plate as the limiting case of an 
infinitesimally thin elliptic metal cylinder [Wait, 1955 ; Wait and Walpole, 1955; Wait and 
Mientka, 1958; and Wait, 1959]. Related work [Wait and Conda, 1957a] for the half plane 
has also been reported. 

N ow, although the experiments in this paper were performed for a circular, not rectangular, 
ground plane it can be argued that the effect of the finite size of the ground plane on the pattern 
in the vertical plane should still be primarily determined by t he length of the ground plane 
(as measured between the edges parallel to the long dimension of the slot), esp ecially if the 
ground plane is much larger than the slot, as is the case. As such, ' Vait's thi n ellipse method 
is adopted. 

Thus, using Wait's result, eq (322) of Wait (1959) it is seen that the E o field produced by 
the slot in the uncoated finite ground plane is related to that produced by the same slot, but 
in an infinite uncoated metal plane by 

where 

Eo(r, 0, 7r/2) = T( 0) 
Eo(r,O,7r/2 ) I D~ro g" 

(24) 

T(g, 0) ~ {F[ ffgs(O' /2)]+ F[ ffgc(O' /2) ]-1} (25) 

where 0' = 7r/2 - 0, and g= f3 vD/2, where D is the diameter of the ground plane, and with the 
function F defined by 

(26) 

It is noted that if D--'> oo, i.e., if the ground plane is allowed to become infinite , then Tbecomes 
unity. 

The factor T(g, 0) can be simplified to 

IT I2= (X2+ P) /2 (27 ) 

where X = C(Xj) + C(X2) and Y = S(x I )+S(X2) with C(x) = cosine Fresnel integral= i X c[(7r/2) 

u 2]du, and Sex) = sine Fresnel integral= i X s[(7r /2)u2]du, where Xl = 2 .JD/AvS(O' /2) and x2 = 2 .JD/A. 

c(O' /2). For the antennas used D/Av= 14.37. A plot of 10 10glO [I ~~rOJ is shown in figure 5a, 

which also shows the experimentally measured vertical plane pattern for the uncoated ground 
plane (i.e. , figure 4c, d = O is redrawn). The agreement with the observed pattern and that 
predicted using 'Vait's result (24) is seen to be very good. 

6.2. Coated Ground Plane 

It would now be desirable to extend Wait's method of the limiting case of the thin ellipse 
to the coated case. This requires a solution to the fields produced by a slot on a coated 
ellip tic cylinder which is, however , not curren tly available. 
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For this reason, either the aforementioned image theory of Dorne and Lazarus or an 
extension of the work of Sommerfeld to diffraction around a coa ted edge must be used . The 
latter method is perhaps more difficult to obtain than the fields from a coated ellipse. Hence, 
if any eJ-fort is to be expended on determining the effect of a finite, coated, ground plane, it is 
probably preferable to obtain the fields from a coated ellipse and use Wait 's more rigorous 
method. However, to obtain a qualitative idea of the effect of a coated ground plane, the 
method of Dome and Lazarus is adopted, despite its limited ability to describe, not predict. 
Thus, image SOUTces of strength k are placed at the edges of the ground plane, and referring to 
figUTe 5b, the field is to be computed at a point P far removed from the slot at an angle fJ from 
the z axis which is perpendicular to the ground plane. The existence of a field kEoejw! is 
postulated at the edges where k is a number, in general complex, and less than unity, and 
Eo is the SOUTce field at the slot. For the case of no coating, Ikl < < 1, but with a coating the 
magnitude of k can increase, since the coating tends to trap or store energy, and less will be 
radiated outward from the coating as the wave traverses the distance from the slo t to the 
edges of the ground plane. From figm e 5, the field at P is E= Eoe jw!(e-jp,T+ ke-jp,Tl+ 
lce- jp ,T2), where 1'1 = r+(L j2)sfJ , and 1'2=1'- (L /2)sfJ. Therefore, E= Eoe j ( wt-p,T) [l + 2kc Ci3vs fJL /2) ]. 

Now, it can be conjectured that k = I lc le-jP.(L f2) .y~ .T where ~T is the relative dielectric constant 
of the coating. This conj ecture is arrived at by considering the wave to travel from the slot 
t o the image-source location with the propagation constant of the coating material. H ence, 
in general, k will be complex. For the experiments conducted (~T= 2.10, } = 9.30 Gc/s, L = 18 
in.) , hence i3v(L /2).Jf>", 207r and, therefore, lc is approximately pUTe real and positive. For this 
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case, inspection reveals that the maximum and ImHlmum values of lEI are IEmaxl = IEol 
(1 + 2k) and IEmln l=IEol(1 - 2k) where the maximum points, lobes, occur at the angles On 
given by 

n = l, 2, 3, . ... (28) 

The ratio of powers at the maximum and minimum points is then 

(29) 

From figure 4c of the text for the thick coating case (d( 'Av= 0.40) it is seen that this ratio was 
measured to be about 15 db, corresponding to (from (29)) k "" O.35. Using (28), the calculated 
locations of the lobes for this case are as tabulated in table 1. It is seen that these locations 
correspond quite well to those measured, and that in the region O°:S:l ol< 90°, 15 lobes are pre
dicted by the image theory, as also was measured. 

For the cases of a thin coating or no coating, there is very little energy trapping and k will 
then be very small , k< < 1. However, the lobe location and therefore number, will still be 
governed by (28) which also agree very well with the more exact approach of Wait, using the 
limiting case of an elliptic cylinder . Hence, it is seen that the image theory of Dome and 
J-lazarus can be extended to apply to the case of the coated ground plane by merely increasing 
the value of k to take into account the increased trapping of energy effect due to the coating. 
For any particular case, one should be able to determine a value of k, in general complex, so 
as to describe the observed pattern. Unfortunately, this method cannot predict lc before the 
pattern is observed. 

7. Conclusions 

The radiation fields produced by a specified, tangential, electric field distribution in an 
arbitrarily shaped aperture cut in an infinite coated metal plane have been found by the 
Fourier transform method of J. R. Wait, and are given by (14) and (15). Experimental results 
for the case of a slot in a Teflon coated finite metal plane indicate that the infinite plane model 
can be used to predict the radiation patterns quite well in the plane of the slot (horizon tal 
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n 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

TABLE 1. Lobe locations 

e 0 
n 

O. 
7. 96 

17. 20 
24.5 
33. 7 
43. 8 
56. 2 
75.5 

plane) but not in the plane perpendicular to the slot (vertical plane). The patterns in the 
vertical plane (for the noncoated case) can, howevcr , be predicted quite well by the method of 
Wait which treats the finite plane as a limiting case of a thin ellipse. Presumably, this method 
could also be used to predict the verLical plane patterns for the coated case. However, since 
the soluLion for the radiation fields frol11 a coated ellipse are as yet unavailable, this must be 
left fo!' future work. 

As such, an empirical im age theory whi ch is less rigorous than Wait's ellipse method is 
used to describ e the verLical paLLern, for the coated case, and shows th at severe oscillations 
occur due to reflection at the edges or the ground plane and appa,ren t trapping of energy by the 
coating (since the sevcrity or oscilln,tions increascs with the coating thickness). 

Calculations of the horizontal plane radiation pattern for th e case of n, lossless plasma 
coating indicate that thc pat ter n shape can be considcrably sl1 arpened . at the expense of some 
attenuaLion, when the plasma frequency is ncar or equal Lo Lhe operaLing frequency. 

The near field and input admittance of a n aperLure in an infi niLe coaLed metal plane can 
be found by evaluating the Fourier transform coefIi cients in Lhe ncar field and Laking their 
appropriate inverse transforms. This is plann ed for a lutme companion paper. 

The authors thank J. R. W ait of the National Bureau of Stn,ndards for inrorm ation re
garding the fmite size plate effec ts and for other helpful general co mmen Ls wiLh regard to this 
paper. Additionally, the authors are obliged to G. A. D eschamps of th e University 01 Illinois 
for discussions rela ting to the simplification of equations (12) and (13) to (14) and (15), and for 
pointing out that (19) can also be obtained by using r eciprocity. Acknowledgment is also 
given to R. J acobson of The Hallicrafters Company, who performed part of the numerical 
computations reported. 
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